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1 . COURSE DESCRIPTION

Understanding the Earth, as a dynamic, complex and evolving system. Taking into account and
the analysis of the couplings existing between internal geodynamics of solid envelopes and geodynamics
external of fluid envelopes, without forgetting the biosphere with its anthropogenic impact every day more
Mark.

In this, modern Earth sciences are at the heart of major environmental questions,
whether ecological, energy, climatic or societal, that every citizen must address
reasonably knowing cause and effect.

Approach which necessarily mobilizes skills in basic sciences: mathematics,
computer science, physics, chemistry.

the parts dealing with the solid Earth with its magmatic, tectonic, metamorphic and
sedimentary, where the point is made on the basic concepts of geology, only in the indirect analysis of
solid envelopes that are the lithosphere and the mantle, or in the approach of climatic variations in
through sedimentary and glacial archives.

This follows a "depth to surface" logic by first addressing the constitution and
functioning of the solid Earth then by treating in more detail two envelopes: mantle and
crusts. External geodynamics is then developed, with, in particular its paleo-
environments and paleoclimatic.

The course introduces the different fields of fundamental geology on the internal aspects and
geology. The course will generally be divided into two parts. A first part
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will bring students to understand the geological phenomena that take birth at
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inside the earth. The second part concerns the geological processes that take place at the
surface of the earth.

Internal geodynamics deals with the different processes that take place inside the earth,
going from its structure to its constitution (materials), External geodynamics explains the
different modifications that can appear on the surface of the earth.

The main objective expected from this training is to give the student the fundamental concepts
and theoretical knowledge related to general geology.

2 . GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Help students understand the genesis (origin) and organization (structure) of the constituent materials

of the Earth's crust and show their interest in humanity (its survival, protection, economic interest)

that is to say exploitable in the form of profitable raw materials.

.
3. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

At the end of the course, the student will be able to:

- to know the structure of the terrestrial globe (the different envelopes of the earth)

- to know its constitution (earth materials)

- to know the origin of the constituent materials of the earth (rock)

- to be able to distinguish them from each other

- to understand the origin of the modifications of the terrestrial surface

- to be able to understand the causes of certain disasters in relation to their environment

4 . OBJECTIVES IN TERMS OF COMPETENCE

The course aims to provide the student with the skills
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- Knowledge of the main concepts on earth,
- Knowledge of the benefits and applications of geology in everyday life.

5 . EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES

The course will generally be divided into two parts: a first part will bring students to
recognize the internal formations of the earth and the different envelopes; while the second
part will deal with modifications to the surface of the earth in relation to everyday life .

Photocopied notes will be made available to students. These will also
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brought to consult various resources available on the Internet or at the media library. Theywill also use documents available at the Sector Library located in….

6. DETAILED CONTENT and COURSE

During the second semester, the following concepts will be taught:

PART A

Current Earth, Active Planet and Overview of the Earth

Situation in the solar system. Fluid outer envelopes. Earth mass. Need for a kernel
dense. Information provided by meteorites.

The internal structure of the Earth and Notions of Petrography

- Determination of the nature and physico-chemical properties of the constituents (rocks and minerals)
terrestrial envelopes thanks to studies, petrographic, seismic and experimental.

PART B

The relief on the surface of the earth; the causes of the modification of the relief, the elementary forms and the
more advanced forms.

The degradation processes of rocks on the earth's surface. Mechanical disintegration and alteration
chemical in the continental domain. Mass movements on the slopes.
The sedimentary phenomenon; sedimentary rock formation processes and the different types
of rocks. Sedimentary formations and residual formations (implementation process and
importance in working life).
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7. EVALUATION

Note : The student's assessment normally covers all of the assessment elements provided for in
Lesson Plan. This is the Continuous Assessment which accounts for 20% of the final mark, and the examination
final which accounts for 80%.

Evaluation period : An evaluation is planned which will count for the continuous control note

� This evaluation will cover all the chapters and will take place before the end of May.

Duration and structuring of the final test : The final examination lasting 02 hours will take place at the

end of the semester especially in June and will cover the entire program. The event will be structured from
as follows:

� A minimum of two (02) exercises and a maximum of four (04) exercises, the
The grading scale varies between 3 and 5 points each.

� A problem or even "Case study" of about 10 pt maximum.
� a test exercise not exceeding five (05) points may be formulated under

form of MCQ.

8. MAIN REFERENCES

Suggested references:

� Works
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1- Main work: Elements of geology by Charles Pomerol, Yves Lagabrielle and Maurice

Fox, Dunod collection.

2- Secondary works:

a- Dictionary of geology by A. Foucault and JF Raoult, Masson edition

b- Summary of geology 1: Petrology of J. Aubouin, R. Brousse and JP. Lehman, Dunod collection

c- Endogenous petrology of B. Bonin, Dunod collection .
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PART II: EXTERNAL GEODYNAMICS

Prof WOUATONG

Chapter I: RELIEF TO THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH, CONCEPT OF
GEOMORPHOLOGY

Chapter II: PROCESS OF DEGRADATION OF ROCKS ON THE SURFACE OF THE
EARTH

Chapter III: MAJOR TRANSPORT AGENTS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES

Chapter IV: MOVEMENTS OF MATTER ON SLOPES

Chapter V: SEDMENTARY ROCKS AND THEIR PROCESSES
TRAINING
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The main objective of geology is the study of structure, composition and evolution
of the universe, more particularly of the terrestrial globe. This material analysis
help to understand the dynamic phenomena that occur inside and at the
surface of the earth. This aims to reconstruct the history of the evolution of the earth. In
depending on the energy source necessary for their activity, we must therefore define
internal geodynamic phenomena and external geodynamic phenomena.

- Internal geodynamic phenomena take place inside the terrestrial globe. ;
- external geodynamics is located on the surface of the earth and its main sources

of energy are solar radiation but the action of gravity is not negligible.

In general, the main objective of external geodynamics is the
understanding the evolution of the relief on the earth's surface. But also, the
external geodynamics studies all the phenomena that contribute to the concentration of
mining and energy resources. Many agents contribute to the activity
geodynamics on the surface of the earth. Among other things, we cite meteoric agents,
related to the climate. These are mainly temperature variations, rainfall but also
sunshine. Biological agents are also defined on the surface of the earth which
effectively contribute to the implementation of external geodynamic phenomena.

The main geodynamic processes on the earth's surface concerning both
loosening, erosion, sedimentation then diagenesis.

- the loosening relates to the destruction of the rock masses which are exposed on the surface
of the earth.

- The erosion corresponding to the removal or ablation, the transport then the deposit of
materials.

- Sedimentation concerns the accumulation of materials transported in basins
sedimentary.

- diagenesis is the set of physicochemical processes at the origin of the formation of
coherent sedimentary rocks.

Ultimately we can say that all external geodynamic processes are linked. In fact
loosening prepares the material for erosion. Erosion products compete for
the essential to the genesis of sedimentary rocks. This is the cycle of evolution of rocks
on the surface of the earth.
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Chapter I: RELIEF TO THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH, CONCEPT OF
GEOMORPHOLOGY

The surface of the earth is not uniform, i.e. it is made up of a
succession of high points and low points.

The relief is the set of irregularities of the earth's surface, whether one is
the interior of the continents or in the seabed.

Geomorphology is the main discipline that studies relief. She takes care of the
description of the characterization with the explanation and the classification of the relief.
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The orography or orogenesis deals with the genesis and the evolution of the relief.
The slope is the basic elementary unit of the relief or the landscape. it's a

assembly of more or less inclined and more or less extensive sections of the surface of
Earth.

The slope is characterized by its slope which is measurable by the dihedral angle made by the
pouring with the horizontal surface.

In this perspective, the relief corresponds to a slope system, that is to say the relief
is susceptible of mathematical expression.

In the relief, individualities are identified, that is to say the elementary entities. These
entities or these individuals, constitute the elementary forms of the relief.

Example: valleys, interfluves, slopes, talweg, escarpments, ridges.
The association of these elementary units defines larger and more

complexes defining the main types of relief.

The most classic are: plateaus, plains, mountains.

I-RELIEF FIGURE MODE

This is to see how can we represent the relief on a map.

A map is a conventional flat (i.e.) representation of the distribution
in the space of concrete or abstract phenomena.

The topographic map: of all the maps is the one that deals with the relief. This is
a planar representation of a section of the earth's surface, highlighting all of its
irregularities. The topographic map gives in a plane a faithful image of the surface of
Earth. A topographic map has all the elements of relief. We note in this
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map of planimetric and orographic details (all the elements making it possible to locate
or to be located or to find oneself) example: watercourses, communication routes,
administrative boundaries, point ratings.

The relief on a topographic map is represented by the contour lines or
isohypses. At the level of the seabed they are isohyets.

- A contour line is a continuous curved line which connects all the points of a relief
located at the same altitude.

- The altitude of a point is the vertical distance from this point to the level of the
sea   considered level 0.

The contour lines are obtained by stereophotogrammetry projection. it's about the
projection on a flat surface of the intersection between a topographic surface and
equidistant horizontal planes.

In a topographic map, the contour lines are brown. We
defines 03 types of curves:

- the master curves,
- normal curves
- the intermediate curves.

NB: the contour lines are equidistant, i.e. they have distances
constant verticals between two consecutive contour lines. Two level curves
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can get close until touching but can never cross. The spacing
contour lines is the non-constant horizontal distance between 02 contour lines
consecutive. The spacing allows you to appreciate the slope. The larger the gap, the greater the
slope is low. Contour lines are rated, i.e. they carry a value
which indicates their absolute altitude in (m).

II-BASIC FORMS OF RELIEF

The slopes combine to define the elementary forms of the relief.

1 / the valley: it is a slope inclined more or less regularly but always in the same
meaning, i.e. from upstream to downstream and which results from the grouping down of 02
slopes in the opposite direction. The bottom point line of a valley defines the talweg. In
drained region, the talweg defines the channel or channel of the stream bed.

Topographically, a valley is defined by contour lines which
fit together. In fact at the valley level, the contour lines turn back to the
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crossing of the talwegs. The outer curve marks the upstream of the valley and all the curves
open fan-shaped downstream.

The shape of a valley is the form in which a valley appears.

It is characterized by several elements:

- The scale: scale which characterizes its size or its extension, compared to this scale,
A valley is defined as a short, shallow and narrow valley. From the magnitude,
we also define a ravine which is a simple incision on a steep slope.

- The route: it is the route followed by a valley from the head of the valley located upstream
to the outlet located downstream. The route can be straight or winding.

- The shape and inclination of the slopes.

A gorge is a deep, narrow valley with steep slopes.

A trough also called U-shaped valley is a broad valley with a flat bottom and a
steep slope. An asymmetrical valley has slopes with very uneven slopes.

-the presence or absence of drainage.

Absence or presence of watercourses. So we can define dry valleys and
drained valleys.

2 / Interfluve

It is all relief that separates 02 contiguous valleys. It results from regrouping towards
top of 02 slopes in opposite direction along a line of high points called crest line
or line of made. An interfluve is separated by 02 contiguous talwegs.

On the topographic level, the interfluves are characterized by contour lines
concentric (which is enclosed between them) the contour lines are flared at the base of
the interfluve and tightened at the top.

According to their morphology, we can define several types of influences:

- a hillock: it is an interfluve whose top is flat and spread out with short slopes
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and abrupt.

- a hill: it is an interfluve with a rounded top and very little spread out

When a hill has convex slopes, then it is said to be a half-hill
orange or rump.
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- a neck: It is a slight undrained depression which connects 02 interfluves at the level of
heads of valley (beginning of a valley). It is actually the low point of a ridge line.
A ridge line in the drained areas can correspond to the dividing line of
waters.

It is a line that separates 02 river basins. The slope of an interfluve can
be characterized by the strength of the slope. Depending on the vigor we have

- the slope which is a natural notch characterized by steep slopes which connects 02
roughly flat slopes but of different altitudes.
A slope is characterized by its course (its lateral course) which can be rectilinear to
winding. When the slope is sinuous it is called indentation, the notches which
cause re-entry of the slope. The protruding parts are called the spurs or
headlands. It can also be characterized by its profile (shape of the slope). So,
the steep slope located in the upper or equal part is called steep or ledge
from the slope.

When the profile of an embankment is steep in its entirety, we speak of an escarpment.
is found inside the mainland or the cliff in the coastal region.

In some regions there are closed depressions towards the bottom of which all
converging slopes. It's a bowl. Topographically, it is characterized
by concentric contour lines delimiting airs flared at the top and tightened
at the base.

III-THE MAIN TYPES OF RELIEF

The elementary forms of relief combine to form larger sets
and more complex that are called the major types of relief. The main types of relief are
defined at regional level. The most characteristic are: the plains, the mountains and the
trays.

1 / The plains

A plain is a vast flat or slightly undulating expanse on which the courses
of water circulate flush with the ground. That is to say the slopes are very low and the slopes
tiny.

In the plain region, the contour lines are very loose, i.e. the spacing
is very large at the point where we rely on the intermediate curves to appreciate the
slope.
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In the plain region, the water curves generally form meanders because of
flatness of the relief. The plain is characterized by frequent flooding because the
streams easily come out of their beds. It is therefore the domain par excellence of
expanding swamps. When the plain borders the ocean, it is called coastal plain or
coastal plain

2 / the tray It is also a large flat or slightly wavy area in
which rivers are cashed. That is to say the differences in level are important and
steep slopes.

In these regions, the talwegs are deep because the rivers dig
deep into the slopes by regressive erosion. Here the drainage is facilitated by the
force of the slope i.e. the marshy areas are rare, the contour lines are
tighten depending on the strength of the slope.

3 / the mountains

A mountain designates an elevated region with a large drop
constantly varying along the same slope. Here the contour lines are even more
tightened due to the steepness of the slopes. It is the domain par excellence of falls and
waterfalls. Most often the hydrographic network is radial.

IV- GENESIS OF RELIEF

The relief is generated by many geodynamic processes which take place inside
or on the surface of the globe.

Orogenesis is the set of all the processes that form the relief. She is
influenced by: climate, tectonics.

1 / Geology (influence of the relief)

The basic features of the relief can be defined by the nature of the rocks and their
disposition.

2 / Structural forms

They express the behavior of rocks with respect to erosion, but the shapes
structural reflect the layout of the rock masses. This is how we can define the
sedimentary structures, crystal structure (formation of the pluton), the folded structure. The
tectonics associates slow movements of the lithosphere with rapid dislocations.
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The action of the climate on the relief is manifested by the exploitation of the geological structures in
through differential erosion
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CHAPTER II: THE PROCESSES OF DEGRADATION OF ROCKS TO THE
SURFACE OF THE EARTH

INTRODUCTION

Most rocks are formed in the lithosphere under conditions of pressure and
excessive temperature. When this rock comes to the surface due to various processes,
it is no longer in the original training conditions and therefore it degrades.
This degradation can be mechanical, physical or chemical. It is fundamental
when it comes to coherent rocks because it ensures their transformation into materials
furniture favorable to the action of erosion. The methods of degradation of rocks at the
surface of the earth are numerous and complex but we can combine them in two
broad categories. Mechanical weathering and chemical weathering.

I-. MECHANICAL DEGRADATION OF ROCKS

It corresponds to a simple fragmentation of the rock into debris of size and shape
variables. During this process there is no change in the composition
mineralogical of the starting rock. This type of alteration mainly affects the points of
weakness of the rock. Mention may be made, inter alia, of diaclases, cleavages and schistosity. In
function of the agent responsible for this fragmentation we can define two types of
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fragmentation:

Fragments of thermal origin

Waterborne fragmentation

1- Thermal fragmentation

Regarding thermal fragments. The temperature variations that
receives the rock play the driving role. Depending on whether these vibrations act directly or through
through the freezing of water, we define two original fragmentation methods
thermal

* Thermoclasty

* cryoclasty

a) - Thermoclasty therefore corresponds to a fragmentation caused by the sole
temperature changes. Indeed the temperature variations generate in the rock
an alternation of expansion and contraction which generates tensions between the surface and
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inside the rock. The increase in temperature is responsible for the expansion of
the rock while its lowering causes the contraction of the rock. The rupture of the
rock occurs when this phenomenon reaches a sufficient amplitude and frequency. The
color of the rock, its mineralogical composition and its texture more or less facilitate this
phenomenon. Indeed, the heat absorption capacity and the thermal conductivity of a
rock depend on these three parameters for example the dark color absorbs
solar radiation while the light color repels them. That is to say that a rock
dark will easily undergo the thermoclasty process.

As for the mineralogical composition, the rock enriched with ferromagnesian minerals
which are actually colored minerals will easily undergo thermoclasty than a rock
composed essentially of clear minerals among which the most recurrent are the
quartz and feldspar. Similarly, a single mineral and compact rock during the
thermoclasty process will undergo wafer cutting like peels
onion. This type of thermoclasty is called an exfoliation. Conversely, in a rock
heterogeneous the action of the thermoclasty thus involves the dislocation of the rock in seed.
This type of thermoclasty is called granular disintegration.

The texture of a rock refers to the size and arrangement of the crystals in the rock
as can be seen with the naked eye. So therefore, a rock made up of crystals of
small size is more affected by the action of thermoclasty than a macro-crystalline rock.
Thermoclasty processes are characteristic of regions with a thermal amplitude
diurnal. These are the hot deserts that populate almost every continent.

b) - Cryoclasty is also known by the term gelifraction. It is a fragmentation
rock mechanics linked to alternating freezing and thawing of water contained in the voids
rocks. In fact, the passage of water from the liquid state to the solid state (gel) is accompanied
an increase in volume of around 10%. This solidification of water in the voids
rocks subject the walls of the voids to significant pressures of the order of 15 kg / cm 2 .
Under these conditions, the accumulation of the repeated effects of freeze-thaw cycles causes the
breaking of the rock. Here only the porosity of the rock has an influence on the magnitude of the
gelifraction. The more porous a rock, the more it will undergo the action of cryoclasty. This
process is characteristic of climatic regions where the temperature fluctuates around 0 ° C.
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These are cold deserts of high latitudes but also the summits of high
tropical mountains.

2. Fragments of water origin
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This type of fragmentation results from the action of water in a liquid state. Depending on whether the water ac
alone or in the form of saline we will define two methods of fragmentation
water-based mechanics. It is :

- Hydroclasty

- Haloclasty

a) - Hydroclasty is therefore caused by the volume variations of certain rocks at the
following variations in their water content. This variation in volume is generally
attributed to the presence of certain clay minerals called swelling clays. In fact these
wetted clays can reach up to 60% of their original volume. After
upon drying, these clays contract and return to their original volume. So a
alternating moistening and drying of swelling clays can cause
dislocation of the rock that contains them. It is in regions favorable to intense
evaporation as this process flourishes better. These are the sub-desert regions.

b) - Haloclasty is facilitated by the presence of dissolved salts in the infiltration waters
by evaporation, these saline waters contained in the voids of the rocks crystallize. This
Salt crystallization acts in the same way as ice crystals in gelifraction.
This process is active in the coasts subject to sea spray.

He is a 3 th modality of mechanical rock fragmentation that involves
the living beings.

It is biological fragmentation. This intervention of organisms living on the
degradation of rocks is not negligible. It's also about animal action
only plants. The action of animals relates exclusively to loose rocks, it
essentially the action of burrowing animals digging their burrows in
loose rocks. It is also the action of termites which build their termite hill
by bringing fine particles to the soil surface. The action of plants also manifests
good on loose rocks than consistent. Indeed the vegetative growth of the roots
exerts significant pressure on the walls of the voids which can cause dislocation
rocks.

II- CHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF ROCKS

Here brings together both the physical and chemical mechanisms of rock degradation.
These mechanisms contribute to the formation of products more or less different from those
of the original rock. Or counts at the same time the dislocation, the oxidation, the hydration and
hydrolysis.
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1) Dissolution

It is a physical process which corresponds to the presence of a solvent. Here the solvent is water.
At the end of the dissolution, all the elements are dissolved, i.e. there is no
no side product that forms. The dissolution depends closely on the composition
mineralogy of the rock and its permeability in terms of composition
mineralogical, we note that certain chemical elements are very sensitive to dissolution
in water. These are alkalis and alkaline earths. This means that the minerals
containing these elements can easily undergo dissolution, especially when it comes to
carbonates.

CaCO 3 + H 2 0 + CO 2 ↔ Ca (HCO 3 ) 2

Calcite calcium bicarbonate

Dissolution is observed in all climates but it is all the more important as the
rains are abundant and temperatures high.

2) Oxidation

Oxidation corresponds to a loss of electron during which the chemical elements
of low ionic charge are transformed into other elements of higher ionic charge.

Fe 2+ ↔ Fe 3+ + e-

Oxidation is therefore caused by the oxygen in the air which attacks the chemical elements
may change state. So therefore as soon as the chemical elements are contained in
a mineral, the latter is liable to undergo oxidation provided that it is exposed to air
free.

Pyrite limonite sulfuric acid

4FeS 2 + 11H 2 ↔ 2Fe 2 O 3 , 3H 2 O + 8H 2 SO4

3) Hydration

It is a process of physical degradation of rocks that affects rocks containing
elements likely to fix water molecules.

CaSO 4 + 2H 2 O ↔ CaSO 4 .2H2O

Anhydrite gypsum
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4) Hydrolysis

Hydrolysis exceptionally affects silicate minerals. These are minerals which
the basic structure is a silica tetrahedron. These are the minerals found in most rocks
magmatic and metamorphic which make up about 95% of the rocks of the
lithosphere. Hydrolysis consists in destroying the silicate structure of these minerals
by hydronium ions (H + ) of water and acting as a weak acid. This destruction
causes the release of all the chemical elements contained in the mineral. To become
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of each element depending on both
- its chemical characteristics

- environmental conditions

In relation to chemical characteristics, there are 3 groups of released elements

1 st group consisting of alkali and alkaline earth metal. These elements are considered
as bases and this fact is very soluble and can be exported from the middle more or
less quickly.

The second group of elements is made of silicon. It is a complex cation
whose mobility in the environment depends essentially on the conditions of the environment.

The third group consists of metallic elements, more particularly Al, Fe
and the Mn. These metallic elements are very insoluble and therefore are
hardly exported from the environment.

The environmental conditions which influence hydrolysis are both permeability and
drainage. The permeability of a rock is its ability to be let through by a fluid.
This property increases the contact surface between minerals and solutions
hydrolytics. That is to say that the more permeable a rock the more it will undergo effectively
the action of hydrolysis.

Drainage or leaching refers to the speed of circulation of water in the environment.
It therefore depends on the amount of rain and the inclination of the loss. According to the
drainage, three hydrolysis methods are defined.

- allitization

- monosiallitization

- bisiallitization
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Allitization corresponds to a total hydrolysis during which all the bases
and all of the released silica is exported. This export is favored by drainage
excellent from the middle. Following this export, the sparingly soluble metallic elements
precipitate on site and crystallize in the form of oxides with metal hydroxides

Anorthite basics silicic acid Gibbsite

CaSi 2 Al 2 O 3 + 8H 2 O → (Ca 2+, 2OH - ) + 2Si (OH) 4 + 2Al (OH)

This type of hydrolysis dominates the regions where the rains are abundant and the temperatures
high. But it is also observed on steep slopes where the speed of drainage is
high.

Monosiallitization corresponds to a partial hydrolysis during which all of the
bases and only part of the released silica are exported. This export takes place
therefore in an environment where drainage is good. Silica having escaped export is associated
with sparingly soluble metal cations to generate two-layer clay minerals
including a tetrahedral layer and an octahedral layer.

Schematically, these minerals look like
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Oxides and hydroxides are made up of an octahedron layer and occur
schematically like this.
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Orthosis kaolinite

2KSi 3 AlO 8 + 11H 2 O → 2 (K + , OH - ) + 4Si (OH) 4 + Al 2 Si 2 O 5 (OH) 4

This type of hydrolysis dominates tropical regions where precipitation is not
sufficient to bring about a total evacuation of the silica. It can also be seen at
foot of the slopes or the slopes are not strong enough (strong) to bring
total export of silica.

Bisallitization is also a partial hydrolysis during which part
only bases and released silica is exported. This hydrolysis modality is done
therefore in an environment with poor drainage. So the bases and the silica that couldn't
to be evacuated associate with sparingly soluble metal cations to generate minerals
clay with 3 or 4 layers also called clay 2/1 or 2/1/1. In 2/1 clays a layer
octahedral is surrounded by two tetrahedral layers.

The best known of these clays is montmorillonite which belongs to the group of smectites.
2/1/1 clays have the same structure as 2/1 clays to which a layer is added
octahedral. The best known mineral in this category of 2/1/1 clays is chlorite.
This type of hydrolysis dominates in sub-arid regions where very light rains cause
very often blocking of most dissolved elements. It is also observed in the
swampy areas where drainage is almost zero due to the flatness of the relief.

III- FACTORS OF EROSION-ALTERATION

1-erosion agents

Erosion agents, almost all of meteoric origin, are active by their movements
or their chemical attack capacity. These agents are:

- Air at rest or in motion (wind)
- Water (running on the surface of continents, rain, lake or sea, ice)

The action of these agents is often facilitated or accelerated by the prior intervention of the
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tectonics (brittle or flexible) and or hydrolysis which weaken mineral structuresand therefore weaken the rock.

2- erosion-alteration factors

The environment greatly conditions erosive activity on the earth's surface by
the extreme diversity and variability of its state on all levels: geological, climatic,
topographic, hydrographic, biological, human, etc.
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CHAPTER III: MAJOR TRANSPORT AGENTS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES

INTRODUCTION

The materials mobilized on the slopes are taken care of by the big agents of
transport that evacuates them to continental or marine sedimentation areas. These
great transport agents are running water, wind and glaciers.

I- CURRENT WATERS

Running water is observed on almost the entire surface of the continents. There are only
permanently frozen areas that escape running water activity. Running water
is characterized by the type of flow and its activity

1 The type of flow

This is the method of inserting running water into the space. Depending on this mode and
invention we distinguish rivers and streams, torrents and wadis and diffuse runoff

a) - Rivers and streams

They correspond to a perennial flow concentrated in a bed and organized in a network. The
rivers are distinguished from rivers by their greater importance and the complexity of their
hydrological regime. The hydrographic network of rivers and streams is an organization
hierarchical and structured linear flow. Depending on its structure, we define
several types of hydrographic network:

-A dendritic network also called arborescent or parsiform network.

In this type of network, the primary tributaries combine to form the tributaries
secondary which combine in turn to form tertiary tributaries and so on
to the outlet.

- The digited network

Here all the tributaries converge in crow's feet towards the same point which constitutes the axis
main.

- The pinned network

Here the tributaries converge at the same point corresponding to the confluence towards the course
main water. These tributaries define between them an acute angle open upstream.
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- The parallel network

Here the few and poorly hierarchical tributaries agree obliquely on the course
main water after traveling with it over longer or shorter distances

b) - Torrents and wadis

These are flow organs which move in a bed and which are not very hierarchical
and sometimes discontinuous. Their activities are generally limited during floods and are
most often intermittent or episodic or spasmodic.

Torrents are therefore episodic rivers that are generally observed in regions
of Mountain. Its flow organ is very simple and has three (03) elements
constitutive. There is: - upstream the receiving basin which is shaped like a funnel. It is
consisting of a network (set) of converging channels. It is followed by - a channel
of more or less long and sinuous flow inscribed in a throat. Finally we have the cone of
flow in which the waters are distributed in divergent channels.

The wadi corresponds to a spasmodic flow from arid regions.

2- Running water activities

Running water is the engine of erosion on the surface of continents. The process
erosives developed by these running waters are many and varied but they can be summarized
in 3 elements:

- Ablation
- Transportation
- The deposit

a) - Ablation

It corresponds to a handling of materials which can be done either by digging
active in loose rocks or in cohesive rocks in loose rock. We note a
scour whose competence in the lowland region is the setting up of meanders. The
meander dynamics is therefore an illustration of the ablation methods developed by
running water. In a meandering train, the course of the river describes loops
symmetrical with respect to the general direction of flow. Each loop defines a
meander, that is to say a lobe more or less strangled at its base. Its maximum curvature is at
vertex and overturns from an inflection point so that convexity and concavity
alternate.

b) - Transport of materials
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The essential activity of running water is the transport of materials. So she is
characterized by the mass and size of the elements transported, so does the competence of a
stream is presented as the mass of the largest elements that the stream is at
able to move. Also the capacity of a watercourse corresponds to the total mass of the
load that the watercourse can transport per unit of time. This load limit depends on
both the speed of the current, the flow and the size of the particles that can be mobilized.
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c) - the deposit
The deposit or accumulation of charges transported by watercourses is linked to displacement
lasting limit load. It is at the origin of numerous alluvial constructions and
varied. The deposited materials then constitute alluvium s which in the passage is observed
along the drainage axes or at the foot of the slope breaks. The torrential dejection cone
built at the end of the stream flow stream is a good example of a deposit.
Likewise, on the banks of rivers in alluvial regime, there are kinds of
embankment plain which gives out alluvial terraces in the form of steps.

3- Concept of longitudinal profile of a watercourse

The longitudinal profile of the bed of a watercourse corresponds to the layout of the course channel
of water from the resurgence to the outlet. By ablation and by deposit, running water
shape the profile. The very active regressive erosion in the upstream part of the watercourse tends
to erase the breaks in slope and to regularize the longitudinal profile. Gradually, the
longitudinal profile approximates a concave curve tangent to the horizontal line passing
through the outlet. It is the longitudinal balance profile of the watercourse.

(Diagram)

II- THE WIND

Wind is defined as a mass of moving air that blows over the entire
surface of the earth. The wind asserts itself as a powerful agent of erosion and its activity
is exercised with varying effectiveness. This activity depends on the strength of the wind which relates
at wind speed and pressure. In the Beaufort scale a light wind is a wind of
force 3 and which corresponds to the speed of 15km / h and whose pressure is 1kg / m². Wind
strong is a wind of force 7, speed 50km / h and pressure 28kg / m².

A hurricane is a wind of force 12, speed 100km / h and pressure 110kg / m².
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Like water, wind flow can be laminar or turbulent
- In laminar mode, the wind breaks down into a stream of air parallel to the surface of the

ground ;
- In the turbulent flow, the air streams describe vortices whose axes are

oriented in all directions of space.

Thus active winds are characterized by their whirling agitation. However, at this
speed-related turbulence is added thermal turbulence and stationary turbulence.

- Thermal turbulence is linked to the vertical temperature gradient due to the
air heating in contact with the ground;

- The stationary turbulence is linked to the relief which poses an obstacle to the flow of
the air creating turbulence at the foot of the relief.

Wind activity manifests itself in three (03) ways:

• Transport
• Ablation
• The deposit
This activity is related to the energy produced by the wind during its movement.

1- transport
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Wind is a very efficient transport agent, but its competence is limited to particles
fine because of the low air density. Wind transport methods are
numerous and varied and depend essentially on the size of the particles transported. he
proceeds by pouring when the particles have a size greater than 0.5 mm; he proceeds
also by saltation when the particles are between 0.2 and 0.5 mm; he
finally proceed by - air suspension when the particles are below 0.2mm.

2- the ablation

Wind ablation is a function of the lithological nature (of the rocks). On loose rock,
it proceeds by deflation. It is an individual withdrawal of particles by the wind and
when the wind sweeps the grains of sand and the clay particles mixed with blocks
and rock fragments, the latter remaining in place define vast expanses of boulders
and fragments characteristic of desert landscapes. The vast expanses of sand are
called regs and in the Sahara they are called hamadas. Ablation also proceeds
by corrasion when it is exerted on a hard rock.

3- the deposit.
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The deposition of particles transported by the wind is triggered when the wind stops or
when it falls below the speed required for transport. The deposit terms are
depending on the transport arrangements. Thus the rolled particles are deposited by trapping.
Trapping consists here of hollows on the ground surface or of shelters at the foot of
obstacles. The decline in saltation leads to landing. The particles transported in
suspension are deposited by dusting. The deposit of sand and dust is at the origin of
building dunes. These are the sand hills built by the wind. They are a
general dome shape with a slope convex to the wind and a concave slope under the
wind.

The vast expanses of dunes form Ergs

III- THE GLACIERS

A glacier is a more or less thick and extensive mass of ice. It results from
the accumulation of ice over considerable thicknesses. It is formed when the flakes
of snow settle and pile up on the surface of the ground. Once deposited, these flakes melt
partially during the day and refreeze at night. They thus transform into a mother made up of
ice crystals mixed with flakes.

The neve crushed under its own weight expels the air it contains and is welded into a mass
compact that forms ice.

A glacier due to its plasticity can flow slowly under the effect of gravity along
from a slope. Each glacier is made up of three areas:

- An accumulation zone (upstream of the slope). This is the part of the glacier where the snow
turns into ice;

- There is the transport zone which forms the flowing glacial tongue, this is the main
area where the activity of glacial erosion is very marked

- The ablation zone or glacial melting zone, it is delimited by the bottom of the glacier
in front of which there are clumps of boulders and disorganized rock fragments. These
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disorganized rock fragments are tillites.
There are generally several types of porter depending on their morphology that can
group into two main categories: alpine and continental

- Alpine glaciers or unconfined glaciers have a morphology which depends on the relief.
They are generally found in the mountains.

- Continental glaciers have such an extent and thickness that
the relief has little effect on their morphology. They usually form immense
heap of ice in a dome with a top forming a slightly steep plateau.
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There are two main categories: ice caps and ice sheets

- The ice caps are less than 50,000 km2 in size and the ice sheets are
largely above.

- There are two ice sheets on the surface of the earth: that of Greenland and that of
the Antarctic.

Ice sheets are also called ice floes and these ice floes stand out the most
often gigantic blocks of ice called icebergs which drift at will
current and which constitute dangers for marine navigation.

As for glacial flow, glaciers are mobile; their mobility is certified by
a number of facts:

- Presence on the surface of the glacial tongue of crevices which are caused by
movement tension;

- We very often note the reappearance on the glacial bottom of objects abandoned to their
surfaces several decades ago.

The moraines constitute the blocks and rock fragments transported by the glaciers, but
ice flow can be rapid and sometimes catastrophic (this is the case for
avalanches which are glacial collapses loaded with boulders and rock fragments
on steep or steep slopes).

The glacier is also a powerful erosion agent, its activity also consists of a
ablation, transport and deposit.

- Ablation, it occurs especially along the glacier bed, and is linked to many
mechanical processes.

- Transport, glaciers mainly transport moraines (boulders and rock fragments
of variable size).

- The deposit, it essentially remakes to the moraines.
- The morainic elements thus deposited are not very dull, generally deposit

in bulk (without sorting). This strong heterometry is accompanied by an absence of
structuring. So this is a deposit made up of a mixture of blocks and pebbles
wrapped or embedded in a sandy-clay matrix. This rock formation
particular has received the name of tillite.
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CHAPTER IV: MOVEMENTS OF MATTER ON SLOPES

INTRODUCTION

The degradation processes of rocks on the surface of the continents prepare the materials
rocky when taken over by transport agents. This transport of materials can
take place on several scales, including the slope scale. The transport processes on
the slopes operate in various and complex ways. We then distinguish
modes of movement by element and mass movements. In any case, these
movements are triggered by gravitational forces assisted by agents
meteoric and biological.

I-MODES OF MOVEMENT BY ELEMENT

In this category, the elementary displacements of the particles is so that each
particles carry out an individual displacement. In this category we cite the fall of
stones, landslide and crawling.

The fall of the stones corresponds to the detachment of the blocks or rocky fragmentation of a
rock wall overhanging after this detachment, the block undergoes a free fall until
foot of the escarpment from which it descends the slope in a movement of rotations
until stabilizing in a position of equilibrium or term of a more or less trajectory
long

The blocks and fragments thus mobilized can pile up along or at the foot of the slope forming
a heap of boulders and rock fragments called a scree heap. This process follows very
often in thermoclasty. This is how the scree cones constitute the landscape
typical of deserts. This process can also be triggered by biological action. This is
the case of an overweight animal located above the block in unstable equilibrium. There is
landslide also called collapse when the fall affects a large mass of
materials at a time. In any case, in this simultaneous displacement of blocks of fragments
rocky, each particle performs an individual movement. The geological structure plays
a leading role in this type of mechanism. This is the case with a coherent rock and
permeable which rests on a soft and impermeable rock.

The landslides are influenced for the nature and the arrangement of the rocks,
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When these two formations are subjected to differential erosion, the plastic rock
is more strongly affected and recedes more quickly overhanging the coherent rock.
Such a device then becomes favorable for the landslide. External factors such as
seismic activity triggers the phenomenon when coherent formation is
previously cracked. Such phenomena are generally spectacular and even
catastrophic when engaging a large mass of materials at a time.
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-The crawling or Creeping

It consists of a displacement and a redistribution of fine particles inside a
loose formation and this movement is governed by gravity. Each particle performs a
individual displacement by migrating through the voids of the furniture formation. The sum
of all these individual movements results in a slow overall descent
causing an exhumation of the coarse fragments. On the slopes, crawling is reflected
by the systematic curvature of the base of the tree trunks and the inclination of the posts.

This phenomenon is also spectacular

II-THE MASS MOVEMENTS

On the slopes we group under the term mass movement all the processes of
transport that involve a mass of materials. At the necks of these movements, each
particle is strongly influenced by others so the overall movement
results from individual particle movements.

These mass displacements are complex and varied but we can group them in two
major categories only:

- Landslides

- The solifluxion

As in the case of the modes of displacement by element, the mass movements are
under the influence of gravity, they are triggered by meteoric activity and even
organic

• Landslides

They consist of a massive and relatively rapid descent of materials along a
slope. Their speed and scale make them phenomena that are both spectacular and
catastrophic. Indeed landslides sometimes affect hundreds of thousands
of m3 of materials. During landslides, the displacement is carried out along
of a surface called a sliding surface. Depending on the shape of this surface of
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rotational shifts. In the first case the sliding surface is straight and in
the 2nd it looks like an arc open to the sky.

The movements are influenced by the nature and arrangement of the rock formation.

* The solifluxion

It is a displacement that affects a mass of material soaked in water. Saturation
materials with water transforms the latter into a mass of mud that can
detach from its adhesion surface and flow out. This type of phenomenon therefore affects these
materials with high water absorption capacity; these are mainly clays, marls and
Otherness. Solifluxion thanks to its power of support envelops and drives blocks
and rock fragments during its activity. There are two types of solifluxion:

Laminar solifluxion

Localized solifluxion

Solifluxions are sometimes catastrophic when they affect the living area. The
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the most recent case is that of NGOUACHEU in Bafoussam. /.
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Chapter V: SEDMENTARY ROCKS AND THEIR PROCESSES
TRAINING

They are most widely distributed around 75% of the surface of the earth. But they are
very scarce 5% of volume. These rocks are said to be exogenous because they result from
the action of alteration, living beings, external physical or chemical phenomena.
During the degradation of an eruptive or metamorphic rock, if the phenomena
physical such that erosion predominates all other factors, we get a phase
migratory in solid form.

Example: conglomerates and sandstones.

On the other hand if chemical phenomena such as alteration and dissolution prevail over
the other factors we obtain a phase which leads to the formation of sedimentary rocks
of chemical or biochemical origin. When the activity of living beings comes into account
we can cite limestones, dolomite, evaporite, hydrocarbons. The materials
resistant to the mobilization of those newly trained on the spot accumulate to form
residual rocks (laterites, residual clays).

Sedimentary rocks have the following characteristics:
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+ Presence of stratification: most of the sedimentary rocks are formed
of time in the form of a layer or stratum which is superimposed. the oldest layers
found under the most recent layers in a normal series. The same layer
age over its entire extent despite the lateral passage of the facies.

+ Presence of fossils: these are the remains or all forms of footprints of animal life or
which are buried in the sedimentary rocks. the study of these fossils allows to
date the layers of land to establish their succession and to define their origin.
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+ Presence of grading: (classification according to the size of the grains). The
grading occurs in detrital rocks, the precious elements which are
heavier are deposited first and are at the base. At the top we find ends that
settle after the means.

+ Action of acids: Sedimentary rocks of chemical origins such as
carbonates i.e. limestones, natrons and effervescent dolomites with HCl
when cold this is the case with limestones and natrons, and when hot it is the case with dolomites.

I- DETRITICAL SEDIMENTARY ROCKS .

1 / Conglomerate

These are detrital sedimentary rocks which come from the consolidation of old
deposits of pebbles and gravel therefore the grain diameter greater than 0.2 mm.
distinguishes two (02) varieties: pudding and breccia.

In the case of pudding, pebbles, gravels were strongly formed of pebbles. This
are pebbles which are placed in a generally sandstone cement. In Cameroon we
found them in, Mbéré, Adamawa and in the Dja Valley. In the case of breaches
block pebbles, gravel are angular. this supposes a limited transport, these elements
are placed in a generally calcareous or siliceous cement.

2 / Sandstone

They come from the consolidation of old sand deposits, they consist of grains therefore
the size varies between 0.2 and 1 mm. The cement which connects the grains can be silica,
clay, limestone or iron. In Cameroon they are found south of Guiding and Garoua and
in the coastal basin of Manfé. There are two (02) varieties of Sandstone:

• The first consists of mica and is called psammites.

• The second is made of feldspar and called arkose.

Pelites: they come from old mud deposits whose constituent elements have a
diameter <0.2 mm. we can have:

• Sandy pelites.

• Limestone or clay pelites.

II- CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
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A distinction is made between chemical rocks, non-detrital siliceous rocks and rocks
carbonaceous.

1 / Limestones

Certain animals and plants directly secrete calcium carbonate in the form
stable called calcite, in an unstable form called aragonite which fixes on their skeleton and on
their shell remains in the form of limestone sedimentary rocks. there is this type in the
Logbadjeck region. Other animals and plants, on the other hand, after their death
putrefaction and releases ammonia salts which react with sodium salts, salts
and limestones to form calcium carbonate.

- Sea water evaporation (evaporate or saline rock).

Following the evaporation of marine waters the salts are deposited according to an inverse function
safety, that is to say that the more soluble a salt, the more difficult will be its precipitation,
the less salt the salt, the easier it will be to precipitate in a column of sea water
about 1m high, in a constant section, the minerals appear when the
following conditions will be fulfilled.

2 / Non-detrital siliceous rocks

These are rocks that come from the sedimentation of the siliceous remains of the micro
organic.

- Diatomites: these are rocks that come from the accumulation of fistulas
(small piece) of diatom.

- Radiolarites: which come from siliceous radiolarian tests.

- Spongites: they are formed from the accumulation of wall spicules.

3 / Carbonaceous rocks.

- Coals: these are sedimentary rocks which result from the decomposition of
plant debris in little water. it is formed by decomposition of water and materials
volatile and carbon concentration. According to this concentration we distinguish: peat,
coal, lignite, anthracite, graphics.

- Petroleum: it is formed of hydrocarbon in liquid or gaseous form which are
decomposition products of organic debris from microorganisms in the absence of O 2

in reducing media dispersed in mud vessels. After formation
hydro car bures migrate in porous rocks which constitute a reservoir at the store and
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an exploitable deposit is formed that if during migration they encounter
barriers that stop them and forces to accumulate in closed areas called
traps. it is found in the Douala basin, of Lake Chad.

- Bitumens: this is the form that hydrocarbons take when they are more or
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less solidified by oxidation. bituminous shales are clay shales which
contain exploitable hydrocarbons. they are found in the guide region.

4 / - residual rocks.

Physicochemical changes that affect rocks in the intertropical zone and therefore
the predominant process is hydrolysis, also called chemical alteration.
modifications individualize two (02) types of dissolved and solid products. The solutions
migrate leaving solid residues in place. The resulting rocks are called the
residual rocks among which there are residual argillites and laterites.

• Residual argillites

They result from the alteration of certain minerals in the eruptive rocks; it is mainly about
silico aluminates which are feldspars (tectosilicates)

Example: the kaolin found in the region of the Bamboutos and Bamenda mountains
comes from the transformation of trachytes and phonolites which are rocks
essentially made up of alkaline feldspars. the mineral is kaolinite which is a
phyllo clay silicate.

• laterites.

The alteration of silicates leads to the formation of hydrates called iron sesquioxide
and aluminum, the most common of which are: gibbsite (Al (OH) 3 ) for aluminum; the
goethite (FeOOH) for Iron; after induration, bauxitic breastplates are obtained,
ferruginous etc.
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